THE  FOUR GEORGES
is subscribed. He thinks by the end of this week
the subscriptions may amount to £6,000 or £7,000
in Liverpool. The remainder they must have in
London."1
The counties each returned two members, irrespective
of their size, and they were by no means so easy to
influence as the majority of the boroughs. The latter
were alike in that they mostly elected two representatives,
but there the resemblance ceased. There was no sort of
uniformity about either their constitution or the franchise
of their electors. There were the scot and lot, and pot-
walloper, boroughs where every adult male was an elector
if he had control of a separate doorway to his dwelling,
if he could provide his own sustenance, and if he had
a fire-place at which to cook his meals. The Oxford
Dictionary, it is interesting to note, defines "potwalloper"
as one of the popular alterations of "potwaller", literally
the boiler of a pot: "The term applied in some English
boroughs, before the Reform Act of 1832, to a man
qualified for a Parliamentary vote as a householder (i.e.
tenant of a house or distinct part of one) as distinguished
from one who was merely a member or inmate of a house-
holder's family; the test of which was having a separate
fire-place, on which his own pot was boiled or food cooked
for himself and his family." The Oxford Dictionary goes
on to say it was alleged that, to qualify them as voters,
people who were not householders used to boil pots in
the open on improvised fire-places in the presence of
witnesses.
Then there were the boroughs where the franchise was
confined to the freemen, and all the Lancashire boroughs
1 cf, Petrie, Sir Charles: The Life of George Canning^ p. 100.
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